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TIDY vas written by Harry M. Murphy, Jr.(l)
This v~rsion has been modified considarably, by Gerry Tool at
LFL Berkeley, by Alice Barlow at NASA Ames, and by myself at
LFL and at SLAC. This writeup is similarly descended from
the original report: features have been added and some of

•

thr original aaterial has been changed, but tie basic
struc~ure

remains that of

~r.

~urphy.

-~~--~---~-~~--~----

f1, Murphy, Harry ~., Jr., "TIDY, a Computer Code for
Renumbering and Editing FORTRAN Source Prograas", Technical Report
No. APWL-TR-66-93, Air Force Weapons Laboratory,
~irtland Air Force Base (October 1966)
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This report describes TIDT, a FORTFAN computer code for
renumbering, editing,
and--in general--tidylng
FORTRAN
source programs
whose statement numbering
has b~com€
unwieldy and whose readability has deteriorated as a result
of many r~visions, patches and correct.ions.
Such programs
frequently result when many programmers work together on the
development of a vary complex co.puter code, or when the
FOFTRAN source has been
produced from a higher-level
lanquag€ by a pr€-processor such as MOFTRAN.(2)

Often such codes become so compl~x in their statement
numbering that weeks of study are required before one can
begin to understand the logical flow within the routines.
Even after a programmer is familiar with a program, much
~ime is wasted
in trying to locat~ numbered statements and
in q~n~rating new state.en~ numbers that have not been used
already.
T:DY provides a simple ~eans for "cleaning up" such
codes.
TIDY reads
the old
FORTRAN program
routine-by-routine, and prepares and punches a new version
of the program, which has the follovin~ characteristics:

compl~x

-- numters
All statement
incraasE in consecutive
order. They may be left- or right-justified to any column,
according to the user's style.

(1)

(2)
statement
numbers art assigned
only
statements that are referred to by other statements.

to

(3) All statement number references are updated to
conform to the new statement number assignm~nts.
(4) FORMAT statements may optionally be collected
from within the body of the routine and placed at the end.
(5)
Only those FORHAT and CONTINUE s~atements
actually referred to within the routin£ are retained.
(6)
As an
optional
feature. all
CONTINUE
statements, except those used to terminate a do-loop, may be
r~mov~d.
and refer~nces to them rerouted to the next
executable statement. In the same option, references to an
unconditional GO TO statement viII be changed to refer
directly to the target of the GO TO.
(7)

Excess blanks are deleted from each statement,
------~~-~-~-~--~--~

(2)
Cook,
A.J., and Shustek,
MOPTRA'N2", COllputation
Group
(unpublished) •

1.J., "A User's
Technical
Memo

Guide to
No.
165
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and blanks are inserted as
and improve readability.
(8) Consecutiye
two are deleted.

TIDY

necessary to

ensure uniformity

blank comment cards in

excess of

(9)
111 state.ents in
each new rcutine are
optionally labeled in colu.ns 13 through 79 with a unique
letter-number combination (e.g., "B '5", "B 16", "C 5"~ and
so forth.
The lettpr (or letters) indica~es the routine,
while the nu.ber indicates the position of the state.ent in
t.he routine. For exaaple, the third card in the second
routine will nor.ally be labeled "~3", while the seventh
card in the third routine would be "C 7".
(10)
In addition to the labeling described above,
column 80 of each END state.ent is punched with a " - " sign

(1'-punch).
This allows automatic
page ejection when
listin9 TIDY-processed routines on machines that have the
"X-skip" feature.
(11)

Certain

INPUT'rAPF 12,
the FORTRAN IV
and so forth.

FORTRAN-II statements such as "READ
34, X" and "WRITE TAPE 13" are rewritten in
for.at as "REJD (12,34) X" and "WRITE (13)"

TIDY recognizes a number of control cards, described in
SEction II, that permit deletion of comments, variations in
sta temen t numbering, suppressj.on of FORMAT collection, card
punching, and so forth.
Tn addition to the new "cleaned up" programs, TIDY
offers a limited set of FORTFAN diagnostics that comment on
such :FOFTRAN errors and trouble
spots as missing or
duplicate state.ent numbers, incorrect p~renthesis counts,
ill~gal
DO-loop
indexing,
ill€gal
statements,
and
inaccessible parts of the program.
If the old program
contairs references to nonexistant statement numbers, TIDY
generates pseudo-statement numbers and uses these numbers in
the re,ferencing statements so that the prograamer can make
the necessary corrections to his program with minimum
repunchinq.
~n

optional

statement number

directory lists

all new

stat8IDen't nuabers, the corresponding old stat.ement numbers,
and the location in the old program of the statements.
~IDY accepts and processes all fORTRAN programs
in accordance with th~ ASI Standard for FORTEAN.(3 •

written
5

6

7.)

(3)
Heisinq,
w. P., "History a nd Summary
of FORTRAN
Standardization and developaent for the ASA," £2!!~ g~ !h~
!£~ Vol 7. No, 10, October 1964, p. 590.
(4) AS! Sectional Co •• ittee 13, "A Proqramlling Language for
1nformation
Processinq; on Auto.ati~
Data
Processinq
Systems," £Q!!.!..
th! A£l!L
Vol.
7,
No.
10,
Octob~r 1Q64,
.(

2.'

I,

TIDY
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It: general, this standard includes all stateme.nts in what
called the "FORTRAN II" and "FORTRAN IV" languages. In
additicn, TIDY accepts many CDC(8) and IBM(.) dialect
statements.
The programmer who
uses TIDY to process
programs containing dialect stat em€~nts should check his
TIDY-output very carefully for errors.
ar~

TIDY accepts and processes FORTRAN statement with up to
19 continuation cards.

Multipl€ instruction statements
with dollar signs
para ting the instr uct ions, v hich ars allowed in the CDC
dialect, are not processed correctly by TIDY. However, they
ar~ flagg~d in th9 output listing,
and could be re-coded by
the programmer after the TIDY iob.

'S2

Machine language routines cannot be processed by rIOT.
if the first card of such routines has as its first
word "TD~NT", "MACHINE" or "ASCENT", the entire routine will
b~ copied down to and including the next END stat£ment.
The
punched output viII be appropriately labeled in columns
Howev~r,

73- 80.

pp. 591-625.
(5) American

.2!~!t~![g rQ~.I!!ANL !J.~::1.2§§'.L

American Standards

Asso~i;~I~i; 10 East 40th St., New York, NY
(6) ~!~r.!~!n ~i~n~§~g ~s§!£ rQ~1B!~.L !J~lQ=1~~~.L

Aaerican
Standards Association, 10 East 40th St., Nev York~ NY
(7) "FOFTRAN Accepted as American standard," Comm. Qt !h~
A£~~ Vol 9, No. 7~ July 1966, p 537.
~---(8) "Chippewa Operating System FOFTRAN Reference Manual",
Control Data Corporation Publication No. 60132700.
(9)
"IBM System/360 and System/370 FORTRAN IV Language"
Order No. GC28-6515-8.
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Since TIDY is a large FORTRAN computer code, it would
be impractical to compile it each time it is to be run. A
compiled version should be available as a deck, a disk file,
or a tape file. The control cards necessary to run TIDY are
given in Appendix I (p. 20).
Whatever th~ exact arrangements, b~!ar in mind that TIDY
is a FORTRAN program itself, and differs from ordinary
programs only in that it reads ar.oth~r FORTRAN program or
programs as its data deck. The data deck may be an actual
FORTRAN source card deck, or card images on an input file.
The input to TIDY should consist of the program with
all the subroutines and functions, if any, in the order that
you wish them pr9cessed. If you wish, you ~ay include more
than one prograa in a single job. O~ the other hand, you
may process only one or tvo routines from a program. Each
routine must terminate with an END statement.
Pinally, after the last END statement of the last
routine to be processed, place two TIDY control cards,
"*LAST" and "*STOP".(tO)
TIDY accept~ certain control cards, identified by an
asterisk "*" in column one, which specify the execution of
certain options.
These control cards consist of four- or
six-letter codes punched anywhere on a single input card.
in FORTRAN, blanks are ignored. For clarity, other
lett8rs and symbols may follow the control card keyword
itself. The control cards recognized by TIDY are shown in
Tabl~ I.

'S

Some control cards. for
instanc~
*BASE. have an
associated value. The value may appear anywhere ~n the card
following the keyword. and must be preceded by an equals
sign and followed by a period.
Cards with "**" punched in columns one and tvo are
ignorFd by TIDY and may be used to comment on the program
being processed.

Cards

with

*

in column

1 which

are neither

control

cards nor comments are copied directly to thE output file.
The control cards

are sensed by TIDY

during the first

---~~~----~----~-~--

(10, The SLAC version of TIDY tests for the end of the input

file while reading. and will g~nprat9 its own *LAST
cards.
However, this feature
is not available in
standard FORTRAN. and may not be implemented.

TIDY
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pass. Soas of the corresponding options, such as the option
to suppress POR"AT statement collection, or the *SKIP
option, are i •• ediate in ~ffect.
others, such as the
state.ent nuaberinq options or request for a cross-reference
list of state.ent numbers, become effective only after the
first pass. If conflicting control cards of the latter type
appe3r in a routine, (e. g. *CARDS and *NOCARDS), the control
card appearinq last in the routine will dominate.
With obvious exceptions, such as *SKIP, all TIDY
options remain in effect until countermanded hy a later
control statement.
Thus, a control statement that appears
in one routine viII remain in effect in all the following
routines until cancelled.
The individual TIDY control cards are discussed belove
Preceeding each discussion is an example of the control
stat~m9nt, with
the required portion of the control word
underlined. In addition, those codes that are i~.ediate in
action are labeled "(IM~EDIATE)", while those deferred until
after the first pass are labeled "(DEFERRED)".

~---~----~---~~-------~------~---------~--~~-----

TIDY CeNTROL CARDS
The Defau1t Value is Given First.

Miscellaneous Control Cards

*STOP

Stops all processing.
Same as *LAST.

*SKIP

Skips to an END card

*NEWRO

Resets everything to starting

*I.A ST

valu~s.

Cards to control what is punched.
*NOCAR 0

Requests punched output.
Suppresses punched output.

*COLL
*NOCOLL

Collect format statemants at the end
of the routine, or leave them in place.

*CCMM

*tl0COMM

Transmit comments to the output.
Delete comment statements.

*NCCONT
*CONT

Delete CONTINUEs, reroute GOTO-s.
Leave GOTO-s and label~d CONTINUEs.

*CAFD
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(Table I, continued)
Cards

~o

control what is printed.

*NOLIST

List original cards.
Don't list original cards.

*L::rST = 2.
*NOL!ST = 2.

List new ("pass 2"1 cards.
Don't list new cards.

*NOREFE
*REFE

Don't make cross-reference table.
"ate cross-reference table.

*lIST

Cards which affect the format of the punched output.
*EXEPI

Process all statements.
Exempt non-executable statements.

*LEFT=n.
*PIGH=n.

statement numbers start in column n.
$tatement numbers end in column n.

*COLU=n.

FORTFAN starts in column n.
First letter of FOFTF~N is not moved.

*NOEXEf!

*N8COLU

Cards which affect the

n~.

state.ent numb'3rs.

SE=n.

Same as *BASE=O.
sets "zero-th" statement nu.her.

·'STAT=n.

Sets statellent number increment.

*NOBASE
*fl~

Cards which affect the serial numbers in columns 73-79.
*S~RI

*NOSEBI

serial letters and numbers.
Leave columns 73-79 hlank.

Use

the alphabet for labels (col 73-75.)
Take label from card 1 of each routine.

*NOLABE
*LABE

Us~

*F0UT

set the routine counter (see *NOLABEL).

*IDST=n.

sets the serial number increment.
Same as *In STEP=n.

*IDIR=n.

TIDY
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!!Q~~~1;
!~~.§~

= 100.
(DEFERRED)

Although TIDY nor.ally starts the statement numbering
from zero and increments the statement numbers uniformly,
(e • g.
1, 2, 3, ••• , ~t c., or 5, 10, 15, ••• , etc. ), a ba se
number may be added to all statement numbers by the use of
thp *8ASE control state.ent.
In this case, the base is th~
number given between the "=" sign and the period. For the
exa.ple given above, TIDY might
assign statement numbers 101,102,103, ••••
*NOBASE is equivalent to *BASF=O.
~~!~~S'

(DEFERRED)
Normally, TIDY punches the TIDY-procpssed version of
the FORTRAN program.
The *NOCARDS control code inhibits
such punching. Similarly, *CARDS restores normal punching.
If TIDY discovers a serious error in the FORTEAN source
deck, card-punching
viII autoaatically
be' suppressed,
although TIDY viII go on to print a listing of the
TIDY-processed faulty d~ck. The *CARDS control code will
override the punching suppression if it appears in the
source ~eck after the card or cards in error.
TIDY aay be executed on a "compile-cnly" basis through
the use of the *NOCARDS option. This gives a "quick look"
at hov T7DY would translate a program, without the cost of
punching cards.
The same effect may he had in the IBM as
environ .. ent by dummying out the file vhich is normally
destined for the punch.

(IMMEDIATE)
Normally,
TIDY
coll~cts
all
FORMAT
statements
within each routine and places thea at the end
of the routine. This collection may be suspended by the
encounter~d

*~OC3LLECT

*COLL!CT

control

card.

Collection is restored by thE

control card. FORMAT
statements bracketed by
*NOCOLLECT and *COLLECT control cards viII be left in their
position in the FORTRAN routine, while others will be
collected normally and viII appear at the end of the
routine.

TIDY
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!!Q~QLUMN

(DEFERRED)

Programming styles differ, especially in how the text
is indented. The card *COLOMN=n., wher~ n is a number fro.
1 to 72, causes TIDY to
begin all processed cards in column
n.
Th~
default value is, of cours&, 7.
Dup. to the
difficulty in processing statements in which blanks could be
significant, such as FORMAT statements, this scheme is 112!.
carried over to continuation cards, which start in column 7.
The *10 COLUMNS . command causes TIDY to retain leading
blanks, although i.bedded blanks are processed normally.
This preserves any indenting that the programmer has used,
and is useful when the programmer uses indented lines to
highlight the logical flow of the program.
~~Ql1~RNTS

!!!Q~Q~~ENTS

(Ir-lPIEDIATE)
AI~hough TIDY n~rmally processes
FORTRAN COEment cards
and puts them in the upaat~d version, the *NOCOMMENTS
control card .ay be used to inhibit the output of all
comment cards.
The option is cancelled by the *CO"MENTS
card. Comment cards to be removed may be bracketed by a
*NOCOMMF.NTS card and a *cdkMFNTS card, in a manner analogous
to the collection of FOR~AT cards suggested above.

!!!Q£Q~!INtJRS

(Ir1MEDIATE)
TIDY
normally
treats a
CONTINUE
statement
as
superfluous, unless i t ends a DO-loop. These statements are
eliminated, and the label,
if any, is used for the next
~x?cutable
statement.
Similarly, a label on
a GOTO
statement is superfluous. The label is removed, and any
statement which refers to it is rerouted to refer to its
target statement.
The *CONTINUES control card
Chains of GOTOs are not shortened
statem€nts are retained, although

disables

this

f6ature.

and all labeled CONTINUE

unlabeled CONTINUEs
CONTINUEs with unused labels are deleted.
The *NOCONTINUES card restores the
of superfluous material.

and

original treatment

This processing is ~specially useful for code that is
prodllced by a pre-proce ••or such as MORTRAN.
On the other
hand. a particular progra•• ing style might require that the
CONT!NUE cards and GOTOs be left in.

TIDY
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(IMMEDIATE)

Certain progra.mers like to punch FORTRAN stat~ments,
such as COMftON and DIMENSION statements, in special ways so
that the names line up in columns, and so forth. Normally,
TIDT, in its attempt to eliminate unessential blanks in
FORTRAN statements, viII destroy such column arrangements.
The *FXEMPT control
card causes TIDY to
exempt all
non-ex~cutable
stateaents from internal processing, and,
hence, fro. elimination of blanks.
The *NOEXE~PT card
~estor~s normal processing.
If only certain statements in a
routin~ need protection, they may be
bracketed by a pair of
.EXEMPT and *BOEXEMPT control cards. Note that statements
protected fro. internal processing are also protect~d from
diagnostic checking, and may contain error3 that TIDY would
normally discover.

= 2.

!!Q

§~EP

!I~

I~CFE~ENT

= 2.

(DEFERRED)

~hese control statements have
identical effects. They
set the card sequence increment so that the identification
columns (columns 76 through 791 of the output cards will be
label~d in multiples of the
increment given between the "="
sign and the period. In the above examples, TIDY might
label the output cards 2, 4~ 6, 8, ••• ,etc. A negative or
zero . increment is interpreted by TIDY as the default
increment of 1. Care must be taken not to assign too large
an increment, since the maximum label valua is 9999.

!b!~~L
!!Q1!~~L

(DEFERRED)

T!DY inspects columns 13, 7~, and 75 of the first card
of each routine for possible use in labeling the-r;'vised
deck. However, TIDY normally does not use these columns.
Instead, TIDY uses a unique letter=number combination to
identify output cards.

For ~xa.ple, all cards belonging to the first routine
of a program viII normally be labeled with the letter "A" in
column 75.
Within
this. routine, th~ cards
will be
sequentially numbered in cclumns 76 through 79.
The next
routine will normally be labeled with the letter "8" in
column 75, and will be internally number~d.
The following
routine will be routine "C", and so on.
(The *NOSERIAL
control card suppresses these labels entirely.)
The .LABEl control card causes TIDY to label the cards
of each routine with the contents of columns 73,74, and 15

-13-
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of the first card of that routine. Note that the label does
not come fro. the *LABEL card itself unless the *LABEL card
is the first
card of the routine.
Ordinarily, the
programm~r will
put tha label that he wishes on the first
card of his routine (the SUBFOUTINE, FUNCTION, or PROGRAM
card), and follow that card with the *LABEL control card.
Of course, If-columns 73-75 of the first card are blank,
then the output cards v111 be blank in these columns and
sequ?ntially numbered in coluans 76 through 79.
Th~ .NOLABEL
control card cancels the labeling option
and restores normal alphabetic labeling. TIDY keeps count
of the routines being processed, so that, if labeling i~
restortd, the letter of the alphabet corresponding to that
routine is used. TIDY has provisions for generatinq 676
uniqu~ one- and tvo- letter alphabetic labels.

(!MMEDIATE)
~his control,
which is identical in action to *STOP,
calls for immediate termination of TIDY, and is uspd to
indicate that the last routine has been processed. Because
TIDY u~~s an input buffering routine that reads one card
ahead of the statement being processed, ~Q!h a .LAST and a
*STOP card should follow the last END statement of the input
FOR1RAN deck. If both cards are not used, the TIDY job may
abort b€cause of an input "end-of-file".

Note that *LAST and *STOP should not appear in a
routirie to be processed since they cause an im.ediate stop,
and th~r~fore will not per.it a partially processed routine
to fi~i5h processing.
In addition to the use of the *STOP and *LAST control
cards,
TIDY
execution
may
be
terminated
by
the
pseudo-FORTRAN command "FINIS". This ccmmand is translated
by TIDY as *STOP.
!b~f+'AnJOST

=

2.

(DEFERRED)

In tha TIDY-processed deck, statement labels in columns
1-5 normally start
in column 1, that
is, they are
"left-ad1usted".
To
conform to
different programming
styles, -TIDY will optionally start these labels in any
column from 1 to 5. The above example vould cause TIDY to
start all statement labels in column 2, except, of course,
those with 5 digits, which must start in column 1. *LEFT
with no nuaber given, or an ill~gal number (not in the range
1-5) is equivalent to *LEFT=1.
See also*RIGHT ADJOST.
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(IMMEDIATE)

TIDY normally prints two lists of each routine, one
shoving
the original
version
and
one shoving
~he
TIDY-processed version. The listing of the original routine
may be suppressed by the *NOLIST card.
Only the final
version of the TIDY-processed routines will then be listed.
If TIDY issues a diagnostic message while the *NOLIST
option is in effect, the card in error ana the following
card are listed, together with the message.
Use of the *NOLIST option viII usually
result in a
substantial saving in execution time, as well as a SOl
saving in paper.

Sef> also *PRINT.
!!El!~QUTINE

(DEFERRED)
This control card

resets the routine counter so that,
labeling is done, the current routine
being processed will be lah€led "An.

if normal alphabetic

The *NEWROUTINE also restores all TIDY flags to their
default value, as if TIDY were starting anew.
*NEWROUTINE
implies the following options:
*BASE=O., *CAPDS. *COLLECT,

*CQMMENTS, *NOEXEMPTIONS,
*1D INCRPMENT=1.,
*NOLABELS,
*LIST, *NOREFERENCES, and *STATEMENT INCREMENT='.
If any of
those options are not desired following th€ ~xecution of a
*NEW POU~INE card, they must be reset by the use of the
appropriate control cards.

(DEFERRED)
This

card calls for a statement number reference
which lists all new statement numbers,
the
corresponding old statement numbers, and the location of the
statemsnts in the old routine.
dir~ctory,

The *NOREFERENCES statement inhihits the preparation of
the directory.

-15-
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(DEFEFRED)
!r the TIDY-processed deck, statement labels in column~
1-5 normally start
in column 1, that
is, they are
"left-adjusted".
To
conform to
different programming
styles, TIDY will optionally end them in any column from 1
to 5, that is r!gh~-adjust the. to any cclumn.
Th~ above
example would cause TIDY to end all statement labels in
column 4, except, of course, those with 5 digits, which fill
columns 1-5.
.RIGHT with no number, or an illeqal number
(not in the range 1-5), is equivalent to *RIGHT = 5.
See also *LEFT ADJUST.
!RQ!!~IN~

=

26.

(DEFEF.RED)

This control statement sets the routine courter to the
number between the "=" sign and the period.
If the normal
alphabetic labeling option is on, the current routine will
be labeled with the letter(s)
corresponding to the number
given (e.g. HZ" for the above example).
The use of *BOUTINE
does not change any other control card options.

(DEFERRED)
ThE revised deck produced by TIDY normally has a label
and s~rial number combination punched in columns 73-79, as
described under *LABEL above. The *NOSERIAL card causes
TIDY to suppress all identification in columns 73-79. The
*SERIAL control card cancels this suppression and restores
punching of columns 73-79 according to the lab~ling option
currently in effect.

(IMMEDIATE)
~his contr~l card causes TIDY to skip processing of the
routine in which it appears.
Instead, TIDY viII simply list

routine until the END card is found.
processing is done other than
the test
statament. The routine being skiPPEd is not
routine counter, however, is incremented.
th~

No
for

internal
the END

punched.

Tbe

When the END card is found, the *SKIP option is
canc-?110d and TIDY resumes normal processing vith the
following card.

-16-
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!~I!~EMENT

NU~BER

INCREMENT

=

2.
(DEFERFED)

~his

control

statement numbers

stateaer-t
by

the value

causes

TIDY

to

increment

given between the

"="

sign

and the

period. For the above example, TIDY would assign
stateaent numbers in the sequence 2, ij, 6, 8,....
A
negative or zero number in the *STAT control statement
results in the default incr~ment of 1.

(IMl\1EDIA TEl
This control statement, like *LAST, causes immediate
of the TIDY ~ob.
For further comments, see the
description of the *LAST control car~.
t.p.r.i~ation
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Th~ following icput
deck vas used in a TIDY job, with
the control cards shown in Appendix I (p. 20). (This cod~
is th~ FOFTRAN output from a MORTRAN program, and bears the
usual five-digit statement numbers and multiple CONTINUE
cards.)

*LEFT ADJUST =2.
*STATEMEN7 STEP=10.
*NO Sf.PIAL
*FEFEPZNCE DIRECTORY
SUBROUTINE TLOOP
LOGICAL*1 CAPD(80},STFING
INTEGER INFO (6)
DATA INFO/6*0/
COMMON /TOKEN:/ INTEBf,NSTBNG,MAXSTR,STRING(100)
~AXSTR='OO

100l.0 CONTINTJE
10011 CONTINUE
CALL TOKRED(INFO,CARD,AOl
!F ( (INFO (1) • LE. 0) ) GOTO 10012
10020 CONTINUE
10021 CONT!NU~
CALL TOKEN(INFO,CARD, 23HX,XMIF,XMAX,FROM TO,BY;)
WRITE (6,10030) INPO,INTERP, (STBING (I) ,I=1,NSTRNG)
10030 FORMAT
(1X,6IQ,I4,1X,100A1)
!F (INFO(4) .EQ.2) GOTO 10010

IF (INFO (4) .NE.O) CALL TOKEFP.(INFO,CARD)
INFO (4) =0
IF«INTEBP.EQ. 1»GOTO 10022
GOTO 10021
10022 CONTINU E
GOTO 10011
1001.2 CONTINUE
STOP

5TOP
END

*STQP
*STOP

j
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This page shows the TIDY listing of ~he original cards.
It is nearly the same as the inpu+ deck, except for the line
numbers and the diagnostic message.
Following the listing
is the cross-reference directory
of statement labels,
requ~st[d by the *REFEFENCES card.
The first input card is
used for a header on this page, but on subsequent pages the
first FORTRAN card will be used.

*

TID Y

*

1

*LEFT ADJUST =2.

1

'*STATEMENT STFP-=10.
*NO SERIAL
*PEFEEENCE DIRECTORY
SUBROUTINE TLOOP

1
1

,

1
P~SS 1
PAGE
*LEFT ADJUST =2.

ROUTINE

1

LOGICAL*1 CARD(BO),STPING

2

3

INTEGER INFO(61

U

D~TA

I~FO/6.01

CO~MON /TOKENC/ INTERP,NSTFN~,MAXSTR,STFING(1001

5

MAXSTR=100

6

7

10010 CONTINUE

8

10011 CONTINUE

9

CALL

TOKRED(INFO,CA~D,801

!F((INFO(1).L~.0»GOTO

10
11
12
13
14

10012

10020 CONTINUE
10021 CONTINUE

CALL TOKEN(INFO,CARD,

23HX,XMIN,XMAX,FROM,TO,BY:)
WRITF,(6.10030) INFO,INTFFP, (STR!NG(I) ,I=1,NSTRNG)
10030 FORMAT
(1X,614,IU,1X,100A1,
IF (INFO{41.EQ.2) GOTO 10010
IF (INFO(4).NE.0) CALL TOKEhF(INFO,CAFD)

15
16
17
18

INFO(4)=O

19

IF «INTERP.EQ.1» GOTO 10022

20
21
22
23
24
25

GOTO 10021

26,

END

10022 CONTINUE
GOTO 10011
10012 CONTINUE
STOP
STO?
****( 1) ***THE ABOVE STATEMENT CANNOT BE REACHED

NBW

OLD

STATEMENT NUMBER DIREC'!'O~Y
LOC
OLD
LOC

10 = 10010, (
10 = 10011, (
20 = 10021, (
10 = 10022,(
30 = 10012, (
40 = 10030, (

7) •
8) •

12)
21)
23)
15)

•
•
•
•

NEW

10010, (
7) =
10.
10011,(
8) =
10.
10012, ( 23) =
30.
10021, ( 12) =
20.
10022, ( 21) =
10.
10030, (
15) =
40.
NOT APPEARING IN THIS DIRECTORY

QLD STATEMENT NUMBERS
WEPE NOT REFERENCED AND

HENCE

ARE DELETED.
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This page shows the TIDY listing
code.
The punch€d output is th~ same,
headings.

*

BOUTIN!

TID Y •

of the processed
without the page

1
PASS 2 PAGE
SUBROUTINE TLOCP

1

SUBROUTINE TLOOP
LOGICAL.1 CARD(80),STRING
INTEGER INFO (6)
DATA INPO/6*O/

10

COMMON /TOKENC/ INTERP,NSTRNG,MAXSTR,STRING(100)
MAXSTR=100
CALL TOKRED (INFO,CARD,80)

20

CALL TOKEN

I F

«( INFO (1) • L 1'" • 0»

GO TO

30

(INFO,CAFD,23HX,XMIN,XMAX,FRO~,TO,BY:)

WRITE (6,40) 1NFO,INTERP, (STFING(I),I=1,NSTRNG)
IF (INFO(4).EQ.2) GO TO 10
IF (INFO (4) .NE.O) CALL TO KERR (INFO,CARD)

INFO (4) =0
IF

«INTFRP.EQ.1»

GO TO 10

GO TO 20

30.

STOP
STOP

C

40

FORMAT (1X,614,14,1X,100A1)
END

TIny
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J~b

I have compil£d TIDY with the FORTFAN (H Extended)
compiler, using
OP~=2.
The
compiled version
is in
WYL.CG.PBC.LOADMODS(TIDY). The deck necessary to run a TIDY
job is
.
IIABCTIDY JOB ABCSXY,999,CLASS=E
II
EXEC LOADGO,REGION=200K,PAF~='EP=MAIN'
115YSL1N DD DSN=WYL.CG.RBC.LOADMODS(TInY),DISP=SHR
IIFT01F001 DD UN1T=SYSDA,SPACF=(TRK,(5,5»),
/1
DCB=(RECF~=VBS,lRECL=1030,BtKSIZE=3094)
IIFT02F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5»,
/1
DCB=(RECFM=VBS,tFECL=1030,BLKSIZE=3094)
X
IIFTQ8F001DD SYSOUT=B,
X
II
DCB=(FECF"=FB,LFECL=80,PLKS!ZE=3200)
IISYSIN DD
Intermixed
FOPTRAN
and

*

T!DY

Control
Cards
Go
Here ••

~

1*

If you

file with the card cutput, and
getting punched cards
that you will have to feed back in again, you will have to
defin0 FORTRAN unit
8 as a disk file.
The following three
lives could replace the tvo above marked "X".
v~nt

use it la ter

to set up a

from WILBUR rather than

IIFT08F001 OD OSN=WYL.XY.ARC.!IDYCARDrDISP=(NEW,KEEP),
//

II

UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=SCR001,SPACE=(TRK, (5,5),FLSE),
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80.BLKSIZE=3200)

j

